
The Special Assembly was conducted by students of Grade IV A on 18.8.23 with the theme “Significance of Radio”. The theme that amplified the inclusion of
diverse voices of young talents. 
Morning assembly is an important aspect of our school programme. Morning prayer is a very important ritual. The assembly commenced with the Morning
Prayer /Shloka which is believed to provide peace and serenity to our minds and souls, followed by school prayer and  pledge. 
Listener’s habits have changed but love towards radio hasn’t. So to uplift the importance of radio in our lives the students of Grade 4A presented a small act about
the importance of radio.
 Skit began with a small intro followed by programmes of different radio stations. Motivational thought for the day was presented to invigorate the spirits with
optimism. To enrich our language and expand our vocabulary, a new word was introduced.
The significance of radio was shared to emphasize the importance of radio in our lives.  It stressed on the present day relevance of radio, how it still acts as one
of the reliable platform for business promotions, entertainment and real time information. Students concluded the assembly by a  singing a beautiful patriotic
song and performing a graceful dance that brought back the nostalgic feelings among the audience. 
The Principal addressed the gathering and motivated the students with her encouraging words of wisdom. The assembly culminated with the rendition of the
National Anthem.
In conclusion, the special assembly served as a reminder of the enduring power of this medium to bridge gaps, amplify voices, and create connections. It provides
the opportunity to acknowledge the important role radio plays in shaping our world and promoting diversity and inclusion. Let's continue to support and
appreciate this incredible form of communication that has stood the test of time. It also provided a great platform for the young minds to boost their confidence
towards public speaking, nurtured and maintained healthy school culture that bound everyone together.

“Every child is a different kind of flower, and all together make this world a beautiful garden .”
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